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Objective. To create a resource on cultural sensitivity for schools and colleges of pharmacy that are currently engaged or considering future outreach opportunities in the Arab world.

Methods. A literature review (2000-2018) of databases and Internet searches with specific keywords and terms were conducted. Authors who had experience in travelling to and hosting students and professionals from the Arab world and authors with local work experience in the Arab world were solicited.

Results. General information about the Arab world, including unique aspects of individual countries, is presented. Stereotypes and misconceptions regarding the region and the people are discussed. Specific information about the government and infrastructure of each country, including their health care system is provided, with emphasis given to pharmacy education and practice in the region. In addition, recommendations for culturally sensitive engagement for pharmacy and other health care practitioners are discussed. Finally, recommendations for culturally sensitive engagement when hosting students and/or faculty members from the Arab world are also addressed.

Conclusion. Global engagement between schools and colleges of pharmacy in the United States and those in the Arab world is increasing. For an enriching and fruitful engagement, sensitivity toward the cultural and clinical needs of the people, and in particular, the professionals of that region is critical.

INTRODUCTION

Global engagement between schools and colleges of pharmacy in the United States and those in the Arab world is increasing. In the United States, this has been the result of many schools and colleges of pharmacy establishing a global strategic plan, embedding the curriculum with global didactic content, providing opportunities for international experiential rotations, and/or enhancing recruitment efforts to sustain operations in an increasingly competitive environment.1-3 In the Arab world, new schools and colleges of pharmacy have been established over the last several years. This has contributed to the growth of pharmacy services throughout the region, with advanced clinical practice in countries like Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.4-6 Also, the curriculum in many programs has been strengthened to meet international standards, especially those set by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE)7 and the Canadian Council for Accreditation of Pharmacy Programs (CCAPP).8 In addition, a culture of seeking certification or accreditation has resulted in many schools and colleges of pharmacy reaching out to pharmacy organizations in the United States to gain collaborative mentorship and partnership for further educational opportunities and postgraduate training. The ACPE grants certification or continuance to a professional pharmacy program in a country outside the United States that “demonstrates compliance with most or all quality criteria and meets all ACPE’s requirements for such recognition.”9
Historically, for reasons that will be discussed later, the Arab world has been misunderstood and misrepresented by the West, including the United States, resulting in the formation of many stereotypes and misconceptions. Thus, given the increased demand in the Arab world for health sciences education including pharmacy education, health care professionals from the United States who wish to collaborate with educators in that part of the world must be aware and sensitive to cultural, religious, historical, and political issues that may negatively impact their engagement. Thus, this paper aims to serve as a resource for schools and colleges of pharmacy that are currently engaged or considering future outreach opportunities in the Arab world, to ensure a purposeful, fruitful, and enriching experience.

METHODS
The general methodology used in conducting this study was discussed in the introduction to this theme issue of the Journal. Other keywords or terms used in the search included: Arab world, Middle East, names of respective countries, and orientalism. The majority of the authors are Arab-Americans who were born, graduated, taught, and/or served as visiting professors or program evaluators in the Arab world. One author is a US faculty member who practiced for several years in the region.

RESULTS
Arab World
The Arab world currently consists of 22 countries (Table 1) that share a common language, Arabic, in addition to a common Semitic heritage, history, and culture. This definition has been used by the United Nations Development Program, the Arab League, and other organizations to characterize the Arab world. Many people consider Iran and Turkey as part of the Arab nations; however, because they speak Farsi or Turkish and have separate histories, they are not considered Arab. The population of the Arab world is 422 million people. Inhabitants live in a large geographical area expanding from the southwestern area of Asia to the northern area of Africa. While Arabs are the majority, many other ethnic groups live in the region such as the Kurds in Iraq and Syria, and Armenians and Druze in Lebanon and Syria. The majority of Arabs live in cities, towns, and villages, and the region includes some of the oldest cities in the world (eg, Baghdad, Cairo, Damascus, Jerusalem). Approximately 90% of Arabs practice Islam, 10% practice Christianity, and less than 1% practice Judaism. The Arab Christians (eg, 40%, 5%, and 5% in Lebanon, Jordan, and Palestine, respectively) are among the oldest Christian communities in the world and trace their history to the time of Jesus and the disciples. Islam plays a major part in the religious, social, and political aspects of life in most countries. The peaceful coexistence of Muslims, Christians, and Jews in these countries was a model for centuries and was achieved through an emphasis on the commonalities among these three monotheistic religions. The Palestine-Israel conflict, the Iraq-Iran war, the Lebanese civil war, and more recently the war in Yemen and Syria, as well as external interference and the rise of radical ideologies, have resulted in frictions and violence among different religious denominations and countries. The majority of the people in the Arab world still hold on to the ideals of coexistence, resist such frictions, and are working toward mutual respect among the different religious and ethnic groups, and relations with neighboring countries. However, as with other regions of the world, racism and other “isms” do exist, and a more serious discussion among respective governments and the people of the region on these issues is needed.

Resources in the Arab world vary greatly between oil-producing and non-oil-producing countries. The Gulf states, also known as the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), include the following countries: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The GCC and Iraq use their oil and natural gas wealth to develop all sectors of society including education and health. This wealth has facilitated many global engagements in pharmacy education and practice that have resulted in significant advancements in a short period of time, which has not happened in other parts of the Arab world. Importantly, health professionals from the United States and other countries seeking opportunities for global engagement in the Arab world should also consider collaborating with countries.
such as Comoros, Djibouti, Libya, Mauritania, and Yemen, which are in dire need of developing their health care force, including pharmacists. For this review, emphasis was on countries with current, active global outreach programs, and those with published documentation about pharmacy education and practice, as well as global engagement activities. However, the needs of some other countries will be highlighted.

When interacting with the Arab world or any other region, understand its history is important. The Arab world is the birthplace of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. The majority of residents currently living there are the descendants of Arabs who accepted Islam and spread it as far as China to the east and Spain and North Africa to the west. The Islamic civilization (8th-14th centuries) developed many advancements in science, medicine, pharmacy, mathematics, and astrology. The Crusades and more recently animosity from betrayal in World War I after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire (14th-20th centuries), colonialism, and the establishment of Israel on the land of Palestine by the British, created the basis of mistrust of the West among Arab countries that continues to some extent today. Although the colonial era led to development in some countries, it also contributed to foreign control of the economy of many Arab countries for decades, creating an elitist society, and established arbitrary borders and constitutional distribution of power leading to later wars such as the Iraq-Iran war and the civil war in Lebanon.

Most Arab countries obtained independence by the middle of the 20th century with establishment of secular governmental systems in some countries and a rise in Arab nationalism. The Arab League was established in 1945 to address the interests of the Arab people. However, for the remainder of the 20th century and the beginning of this century, the Arab world struggled with corruption, dictatorships, and lack of resources in some countries. Also, wars and instability made it difficult to unlock the great potential of many countries. The September 11, 2001 terrorist attack on the United States, and the resulting “war on terrorism” have created more tension between Arab countries and the West and hate crimes against Arabs and Muslims in the United States. The Arab Spring, starting with the Tunisian Revolution in 2010 and spreading to six other countries including Bahrain, Egypt, Libya, Syria, Sudan, and Yemen, reignited hope for transitioning the Arab world into a new era of democracy. However, internal factors and external interference have stalled these efforts. Despite these hindrances, those working in education, health care systems, and other sectors of society in the Arab world continue to pursue higher standards and international quality assurance in their field. This is driven by the increased number of college graduates from local and international universities. Colleges in Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, and Syria have graduated thousands of health care professionals. In turn, these graduates have contributed to the betterment of health sciences education and health care systems in other parts of the Arab world such as in the GCC countries. Because of instability in the region, many professionals have migrated to the West in search of better opportunities. However, the number of new university graduates continues to grow. The wealth and breadth of knowledge that many of these graduates have is challenging the status quo. Many governments in the Arab world recognize the need to create more job opportunities for these graduates.

Language. Arabic is the official language of all countries in the Arab world and the Arab league and is one of the six official languages of the United Nations. Arabic is a Semitic language and, depending on the source, ranks between third and sixth in the world in number of native speakers. There are four main regional dialects of Arabic: Egyptian, Iraqi/Gulf, Levantine (Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, Syria), and Magreb (North Africa). Numerous variations in these dialects exist. In addition, several other languages such as Kurdish and Berber are spoken in small areas throughout the Arab world. Arabic text is written in the Arabic alphabet, from right to left. This alphabet contains 28 consonants and three vowels, although only long vowels are written. This can lead to many translations, with the same word spelled several ways in English based on its pronunciation (eg, Koran, Quran, and Qu’ran; Mohammed, Muhamad, and Mohamad; Muslim and Mozlem). Through the Quran, over 1.5 billion Muslims throughout the world learn at least basic Arabic for worship. Calligraphy in Arabic is considered an art form. Despite the official status of Arabic, English, and, to a lesser extent, French remain the languages of higher education (including in pharmacy education) and health care documentation in most countries.

Transportation. The types of available transportation within and between the different countries of the Arab world is variable. For the most part, transportation within major cities is well established. However, urban planning is difficult in some ancient cities such as Amman, Beirut, Cairo, and Damascus, because of the age of the infrastructure. Modern streets and highways, including cross-country highways, exist in the majority of Arab countries. Some countries such as Egypt have extensive railroad systems, and Cairo has an underground metro system. The newly established GCC States have a more organized and advanced transportation system with spacious highways, smart city plans, and traffic apps.
While transportation network companies and taxi services are available in many countries, bus services vary. Because of heavy traffic in urban areas, driving can be very challenging in countries such as Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria, and is not recommended for first-time visitors. Speeding and aggressive driving is a problem in most Arab countries, with some countries having the highest traffic death rates in the world. However, in recent years, local rules against speeding and aggressive driving are becoming more stringent.

Diet. The Arab diet consists of a healthy Mediterranean diet. Breakfast includes local and imported cheeses, olives, olive oil and thyme, humus, Ful medames (ie, Vicia faba), falafel, and boiled eggs. Rice, lamb meat, pita bread, and cooked vegetables are also common. Many traditional dishes are available in most Arab countries such as kebab, Jordanian and Gulf states mansaf; Palestinian musakhan, Lebanese tabouli, Moroccan couscous, and stuffed cabbage and eggplant. Fruits as well as sweets such as baklava and kenafeh are also commonly served after meals. Offering food to guests is a common practice, as is insisting they have second and third servings. Visitors to Arab countries should be aware and sensitive of such traditional hospitality practices. In addition to local cuisine, most Arab countries have restaurant franchises from many Western European countries as well as those from the United States. Indian, Chinese, Italian, and, to a lesser extent, Mexican and French restaurants are also present in most countries. Pork products are not available in most Arab countries because of Islamic teachings. While sale of alcohol is permitted in some countries such as Jordan, Lebanon, and the UAE, it is prohibited in other countries such as Saudi Arabia. Visitors should be aware of local rules and regulations regarding alcohol and follow them.

Safety. Safety in all global engagements is imperative, and that is no different for the Arab world. However, the sensationalist way in which some Western media outlets portray the Arab world makes many in the West reluctant to engage in outreach activities in the region because of safety concerns. For the majority of the countries in the Arab world, it is safe to travel, and visitors usually have pleasant and fulfilling experiences. However, caution should be exercised when engaged with countries where there is conflict and increased political tension, such as is currently the case in Iraq, Libya, Palestine, Syria, and Yemen. Prospective visitors should access the US State Department website to check on travel advisories before making any travel plans.

Status of Women. Arab women in general and Muslim women in particular are portrayed in a negative way in Western media including in the United States. However, in many Arab countries, especially in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, and Tunisia, women have historically been well integrated into the fabric of society and all its sectors. Many hold higher professional and leadership positions such as deans and directors of pharmacy. However, women’s rights remain as much of an issue as in many other parts of the world. While Islam is blamed for some of the restrictions on women in the Arab world, since its inception, Islam has recognized the full personhood of women. Islam also established a woman’s right to choose a husband, have an inheritance, own property, and pursue an education. Islam recognizes that marriage is a contract between a man and a woman, and as such, the woman’s consent to marry is required. The restrictions and discrimination that women often face emanate from cultural and political factors. For example, in Saudi Arabia a woman is required to cover her entire body, and there is a separation of men and women in education and in many aspects of the public domain. However, most Arab countries do not impose these limitations. Overall, modesty for both Muslim and Christian men and women is a virtue that is promoted in most Arab countries based on religion and tradition.

Health Care System. Health care systems in the Arab world have advanced in a number of countries in the last 20 years, with increased access to all sectors of health care including governmental and private hospitals, ambulatory care clinics, pharmacies, and dental clinics. In Abu Dhabi, Dubai, and Qatar, state of the art hospitals were recently completed. In July 2017, the Dubai Health Authority announced that it will open 12 new private hospitals by 2020. This expansion of health care has increased the region’s attractiveness for medical tourism. Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon have been destinations for health tourism for many years, with some of the Gulf States now working to increase their share of the health tourism market. In 2016, Dubai launched the world’s first medical tourism portal with a goal of attracting over 500,000 international medical tourists. The wars in Libya, Syria, and Yemen have created an influx of patients seeking medical care. The medical expertise, desirable weather, and somewhat conservative societies made countries such as Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon a perfect destination for many patients from these countries and the GCC in general.

Bahrain has a universal health care system that is free of charge to Bahraini citizens and subsidized for non-Bahrainis. Health care expenditure accounted for 4.5% of Bahrain’s gross domestic product (GDP), according to the World Health Organization. Similar to all GCC countries, the Kuwaiti government offers its citizens free medical treatment at government facilities. The
Ministry of Health (MoH) strictly controls the price of medications in pharmacies, which eliminates the need to go from pharmacy to pharmacy to find lower prices.73 The health care in Oman has significantly improved after the MoH was established in 1976. Most of the country’s medical staff are foreigners; however, this is changing rapidly as the government is employing new policies to encourage its own citizens to work in the medical field.74 Health care in Qatar is regarded as being one of the highest quality in the region.75,76 Health care is free for nationals, but expatriates (an expatriate is a person who resides outside their native country) have the option of obtaining a state insurance card. Recently the government has made treatment of cancer for expatriates 100% free of charge, which is considered unprecedented in the rich gulf region.75-77 The health care system in Saudi Arabia is also considered of high quality.78-80 Private health insurance is essential as most private hospitals and clinics with high standards are expensive. In contrast, public hospitals are usually free.78-80 In the UAE, over 50% of the 2017 budget allocation went toward social services, of which 8.6% was allocated to health care.81 The country is rolling out a compulsory health insurance program for expatriates, particularly in Dubai.82 For citizens, medical care is free of charge.81-83 The private health care sector has risen significantly in recent years and will continue to drive growth in the country. Currently, only GCC nationals are permitted to use governmental pharmacies which offer drugs at lower prices than privately owned pharmacies.81,82

Jordan has one of the most modern health care infrastructures in the Arab world, with almost 63% of Jordanians being insured.84,85 Jordan hospitals are mainly affiliated with the Ministry of Health and the Royal Medical Services.84 Other smaller public hospitals include several university-based programs, such as Jordan University Hospital in Amman and King Abdullah Hospital in Irbid. The advanced health care services in Jordan have led to its ranking as the number one medical tourism provider in the Arab region and among the top five in the world, as well as the top medical tourism destination in the Middle East and North Africa.66 In Lebanon, the quality of health care varies between the public and the private sectors with the latter (eg, American University of Beirut Medical Center86 and the Hotel Dieu de France87) providing better quality health care at a higher cost.

Drug Regulations. The majority of the health sectors in the Arab world are overseen by a MoH. However, with the exception of the UAE, all the countries examined have their own regulatory authority which monitors and controls the pharmaceutical and food industry (Table 2),88,89 similar to the US Food and Drug Administration. The health care industry in the UAE is regulated by a MoH with further oversight in the Emirate of Dubai by its respective agency.90 In Kuwait, the Kuwait Drug and Food Control Administration is the main regulator of quality and safety of medications, herbal products, dietary supplements, and medicated cosmetics.91 The Directorate General of Pharmaceutical Affairs and Drug Control is the regulative authority of Oman.92 It is accountable to ensure the drugs in Oman are safe, effective, and of high quality, whether manufactured for local use or exportation. The Saudi Food and Drug Authority (SFDA) is responsible for regulating medications, food, cosmetics, and electronic products in Saudi Arabia. Like the other administrations, its main mission is to ensure the safety, quality, efficacy, and accessibility of these products to the public.93 Finally, in the UAE, pharmacy and supplies are regulated by several departments within the MoH, and medications must be registered before they can legally be imported into the country.90

In general, the regulations referring to drug dispensing are comparable to those of the West; however, the laws are not strictly enforced in community pharmacies. For example, in many countries in the Arab world, despite efforts by the MoH to curb this behavior, patients can still procure medications without a prescription, with the exception of narcotics and major tranquilizers.

Pharmacy Education

Over the last 20 years, there has been significant growth in the number of schools and colleges of pharmacy in many countries in the Arab world. Table 3 lists schools and colleges of pharmacy in the region that have obtained international accreditation (eg, Doctor of Pharmacy program at the Lebanese American University, the only fully ACPE-accredited program outside the United States94) or certification for their programs through ACPE and CCAPP.94,95 In general, pharmacy education quality in the Arab world is regulated and maintained by the Ministry of Higher Education through accreditation by each country’s respective national authority for quality assurance and accreditation of education.

Pharmacy education in Palestine presents a story of challenges and successes because of the Palestine-Israel conflict. However, since the establishment of the bachelor’s degree in pharmacy at Al-Azhar University in Gaza in 1992,96 five more schools and colleges of pharmacy have been founded. Iraq had an excellent education system, including pharmacy education, before the Iraq-Iran War and the US invasion. Iraq is now trying to restore the integrity of its educational institutions.97 In 2016, Egypt had 44 pharmacy schools affiliated with governmentally
and privately funded universities. Sixteen thousand students were admitted to the Bachelor of Pharmacy (BPharm) degree programs and several hundred to postgraduate degrees.98

While the Bachelor of Science (BS) degree is offered by a majority of schools and colleges of pharmacy in the Arab world, the PharmD is now being introduced as the entry-level professional degree program at many institutions. However, in general, there is a shortage in the number of clinical faculty members who are qualified to teach clinical courses and precept students, as well as faculty members who teach social and administrative courses.99 Efforts in many Arab countries are underway to provide for such expertise, especially in Egypt, Jordan, and the Gulf States. One encouraging aspect of pharmacy education is the motivation of the students and the increased activities of student pharmacy organizations over the last few years. While some do take on a political role, many are becoming more involved in community service activities and professional advocacy.100 Thus, global engagement activities should strengthen the role such student organizations can play.

### Postgraduate Pharmacy Education and Training

Graduate pharmacy education at the level of MS and PhD programs are available in several countries in the Arab world. Currently, there are also residency programs accredited by the American Society of Health-Systems

---

Table 2. Differences in Regulatory Agencies Among Some Arab Countries88,89

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Agency that Regulate Pharmaceuticals</th>
<th>Agency that Oversees Health Care and Pharmacy</th>
<th>Regional Affiliations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Direction de la Pharmacie et du Medicament</td>
<td>Ministere de la Sante, de la Population et de la Reforme Hospitaliere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>National Health Regulatory Authority</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>Direction du Medicament et de la Pharmacie</td>
<td>Ministere de la Sante</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Egyptian Drug Authority</td>
<td>Ministry of Health and Population</td>
<td>Asian Harmonization Working Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Jordan Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>Kuwait Drug and Food Control Administration</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Asian Harmonization Working Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Ministry of Public Health</td>
<td>Ministry of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Pharmacy Management Department</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>Direction de la Pharmacie et du Medicaments</td>
<td>Ministere de la Sante Publique et des Affaires Sociales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Direction du Medicament et de la Pharmacie</td>
<td>Semi-autonomous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>Directorate General of Pharmaceutical Affairs and Drug Control</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian</td>
<td>General Directorate of Pharmacy</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territories</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>Pharmacy and Drug Control</td>
<td>Supreme Council of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Saudi Food and Drug Authority</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Asian Harmonization Working Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical and Medical Department</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>National Medicines and Poisons Board</td>
<td>Semi-autonomous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Directorate of Drug Control</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Direction de la Pharmacie et do Medicament</td>
<td>Semi-autonomous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab</td>
<td>Department of Health and Medical Services of Dubai is responsible for the</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Asian Harmonization Working Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emirates</td>
<td>management and regulation of health services in Dubai</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Abu Dhabi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>Supreme Board for Medicine and Medical Appliances</td>
<td>Ministry of Public Health</td>
<td>Asian Harmonization Working Party</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pharmacists (ASHP) in Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE. Many other sites are seeking such accreditation. Other programs such as The University of Jordan and Jordan University for Science and Technology have a master’s level training program. The Hotel-Dieu de France Medical Center and the American University of Beirut Medical Center in Lebanon have established pharmacy residency programs, with the latter seeking accreditation from ASHP. In addition to the PharmD degree now available in many countries in the area, several additional credentials are available to recognize pharmacists with clinical training. In Saudi Arabia, pharmacists who complete both a postgraduate year 1 (PGY1) and PGY2 residency program and have three years of experience can become licensed as a consultant pharmacist. In Iraq, a pharmacist can earn a clinical masters or doctorate and can be certified by the Iraqi Board of Clinical Pharmacy.

Table 3. Pharmacy Programs with International Accreditation or Certification Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name of University with School or College of Pharmacy</th>
<th>ACPEa Accreditation</th>
<th>ACPEa Certification</th>
<th>CCAPPb Accreditation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Lebanese American University</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beirut Arab University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>University of Jordan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>King Faisal University</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>King Saud University</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qassim University</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>King Abdulaziz University</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Al-Ain University</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>Qatar University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education
b Canadian Council for Accreditation of Pharmacy Programs

Pharmacy Practice

The practice of pharmacy is as diverse in Arab countries as it is elsewhere throughout the world. A well-researched summary of education and practice in several of these countries was published in 2006 and another in 2009. There is wide variability in patients’ access to pharmacists throughout the region, as reflected by the number of pharmacists per 10,000 people in a country’s population (Table 4). Within each country, most pharmacists work in the private sector, with a large majority employed by community pharmacies. For example, in Jordan, 91% of pharmacists work in private community or hospital pharmacies and private industry. In Egypt, 65% work in community pharmacies and another 12% in industry or other non-hospital areas. Community pharmacies throughout the region are widely available and many are open 24 hours a day, including hospital pharmacies. In the Gulf States, a majority of the pharmacists are expatriates who work mainly in the less lucrative community setting, while pharmacists who are citizens primarily work in the hospital setting where clinical pharmacy services are rapidly developing. This correlates with the increase in educational opportunities in the region. These countries have strategic plans for health care development in place that call for the nationalization of clinical personnel. In 2012, the SFDA stated an ambitious goal

Table 4. Number of Pharmacists per 10,000 People per Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of Pharmacists per 10,000 People in 2015</th>
<th>Number of Pharmacists per 10,000 People in 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian territories</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>Djibouti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Yemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Algeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Comoros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to nationalize all pharmacists in the Kingdom within the next 17 years.109

Clinical pharmacy practice throughout the Arab region varies from relatively well-established and well-supported clinical practice in Saudi Arabia and UAE, to less-supported in Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon,107,108,110 to almost non-existent in Yemen.111 However, the practice of clinical pharmacy in Lebanon and in many countries in the Arab world is gaining traction, particularly at academic medical centers and mostly in collaboration with practice faculty members at schools and colleges of pharmacy.112

Most of the clinical services are limited to the hospital setting, although the good pharmacy practice initiatives of the Jordan Pharmaceutical Association and the Qatari National Health Strategy Program have stressed the training and development of community pharmacist clinical skills.107,113 Some pharmacists in the region have pursued additional clinical credentials, with many earning certifications from the US Board of Pharmacy Specialties (Table 5).114

The Egyptian government in 2012 issued a ministerial decree requiring the practice of clinical pharmacy in hospitals as a prerequisite for hospital licensure, and in 2014 guidelines and standards for clinical pharmacy in hospitals were released.108 Saudi Arabian health care institutions are able to grant prescriptive authority to non-physicians within the scope of their practice,109 and anecdotally have done so for pharmacists in areas such as anticoagulation and pharmacokinetic monitoring. In the UAE, the MoH has been open to discussion about expanded scope of practice for pharmacists driven mainly by the Cleveland Clinic of Abu Dhabi115 and modeled after the US standard for clinical practice. Pharmacists in Kuwait are progressively taking part in interdisciplinary teams along with physicians and even more so in conducting evidence-based research.116 However, surveys of pharmacists in Kuwait indicate that clinical pharmacy services are not as advanced as they could be, because of lack of policy or physician support, and need for further pharmacist training.117 Yemen is in need of more regulations as 90% of those working in pharmacies are either not pharmacists or graduated from unrecognized programs of pharmacy.111 No published articles in English on pharmacy practice in Djibouti, Mauritania, or Arab countries in Western North Africa were found. Overall, the practice of pharmacy in this region is advancing slowly in areas of current or recent conflict such as Yemen, but inexorably forward in most other countries. Further growth is needed in clinical practice, particularly in the community setting.

The pharmaceutical industry is strong in many countries, with more than 200 pharmaceutical manufacturers located in the Arab world.118,119 Pharmaceutical sales in the Middle East and North Africa account for 2% of global pharmaceutical sales.118 Most of the pharmaceutical manufacturers are located in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and Saudi Arabia; however, the UAE’s MoH announced plans to increase the number of generic drug manufacturing facilities in that country to 30 by 2020.120 Jordan is ranked as the number one exporter of pharmaceuticals among Arab countries.118 Saudi Arabia has the largest market for pharmaceutical consumption in the GCC121 and the Middle East. The pharmaceutical industry is expected to continue to expand with demands for better care and increased government health care spending.122 Many multinational corporations are partnering with regional companies, establishing local manufacturing.

### Professional Pharmacy Organizations

While pharmacy organizations have been established in many countries in the Arab world,123 professional organizations in the region, including pharmacy organizations, tend to take on a political nature at the education and practice levels, especially in countries like Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, and Syria. More recently, effort is being spent by pharmacy organizations in the aforementioned countries and especially in the GCC countries to take on a more professional role.124-126 Thus, global engagement at the education and practice levels should encourage a more professional and active role for such organizations to improve the quality of pharmacy education and practice, provide opportunities for continuous professional development, address regulations which impede the role pharmacists can play in the health care system and health of the society, and deliver proactive advocacy at the level of ministries of
Stereotypes and Misconceptions

Orientalist View. The Orientalist view of the Arab world persists both in public attitudes and in academic literature. The landmark work on Orientalism was a book published by Edward W. Said in 1978 in which he examines the representations of Eastern peoples and cultures by the West and the definition of orientalism. His ideas permeate the literature on Arab stereotypes, with his description of the orientalist representation of Muslim societies as negative and more backward than modern European societies in aspects of culture, politics, and social interaction. He contends that this depiction has created an inferiority complex among Arabs when interacting with the West. Based on his study of the media, J. G. Shaheen proposed four major misconceptions regarding Muslims and Arabs: they are astoundingly wealthy, they are barbarians and uncultured, they are sex maniacs with a penchant for white slavery, and they revel in acts of terrorism. He and others have documented that the region is also portrayed as an oil-rich desert run by dictators, the people are seen as uncivilized and all thought to be Muslim; the women are oppressed, veiled, and uneducated; and the men are dominating and terrorists.

A study of the effects of the Orientalist view on biomedical literature published in 2007 by L.D. Laird and associates found several latent themes related to Islam. The first theme was that being Muslim meant one was in particular need of intervention because strict adherence to Islam posed health risks, and that maintaining traditions adversely affected Muslims so they should modernize. Negative perceptions of Muslims as uneducated, oppressed, fatalistic, and traditional contribute to this theme. The next theme was that Islam itself creates obstacles to health care, with conflicts between religious practices and medical treatment seen as noncompliance or obstructivism. The examples given are of fasting during Ramadan and strict adherence to gender roles. The study does offer one positive theme: that practicing Islam could promote good health if a person was truly adherent, leading to less substance abuse; fewer penile, cervical and breast cancers; and other positive health effects resulting from Islamic dietary and spiritual practices. The conclusions drawn were that the scientific literature often sees Muslims as a homogeneous group who are different, inferior, and in need of intervention. Although some literature attempts to move beyond these stereotypes, the views are far from balanced.

Even the nomenclature of the region is subject to the Orientalist view. The question arises as to the difference between the Middle East and the Arab world, but the Middle East is a Eurocentric appellation solely geographically defined. Instead, as previously mentioned, Arab signifies a pan-ethnic group that share a common language, culture, and history. Depending on the geographical boundaries used to define the Middle East, between 50% to 80% of Middle Easterners are Arab.

Recommendations for Culturally Sensitive Engagement for Pharmacy and Other Health Care Professionals

Purposeful Engagement. One of the most critical aspects of global engagement is to ensure that it is purposeful. Thus, engagements should be needs based. In unpublished data from several pharmacy deans of Arab universities, clinical training and expertise in teaching therapeutics, social, and behavioral sciences, and pharmacuetics were identified as their main areas of need. Thus, collaborative efforts should address these identified needs. Other countries with lack of resources would benefit from more outreach activities in education and research to promote clinical pharmacy practice. Respect for the local culture is important in all patient interactions; thus, cultural sensitivity in the continuum of cultural competency is required. For example, in areas where traditional medicine is used, listening to the patient about why he/she thinks traditional medicine is the right therapy, explaining to him/her how modern medicine helps in treating disease, acknowledging the patient’s input regarding traditional medicine and his/her experience with it, recommending a course of treatment based on evidence, and negotiating an action plan are critical to achieving optimal outcomes.

Religion. Religion plays a major role for both Muslims and Christians in the Arab world. In the case of Islam, respect for religious practices such as the need to pray five times per day and fasting during the month of Ramadan is vital. While this practice varies among countries, in Saudi Arabia, people stop everything at the time of prayer. Similarly, eating food in public during the month of Ramadan is strongly discouraged. In general, understanding the impact of religion on health and healing beliefs is an important aspect of practice in the Arab world. The Arab Christian communities have become accustomed to the common culture, although religious practices do vary between the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria in Egypt, the Greek Orthodox
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Church of Antioch in Syria, and the Maronite Catholic Church in Lebanon. 146

Family Role. The importance of family in the Arab culture cannot be overstated. 134,135,147 Family has always been viewed as a source of security and empowerment because of the extended support it provides. Greetings almost always include asking about family members, and it is not uncommon for extended family members to live together. 134,135,147 This culture holds on to its patriarchal roots, especially in rural areas, with the oldest male having responsibility for the entire family. Whether this happens to be the father or the eldest son, he must provide for and protect his family. 134,135,147 In most countries, younger women depend on their grandmothers and mothers during childbirth and for childcare. Unlike in modern Western societies, in the Arab world, young adults stay at home until they are married, and the family cares for the elderly instead of placing them in a health care facility. Resources for long-term care are minimal to nonexistent in most Arab countries. 148,149 However, there have been increased efforts in some countries to provide these resources. 148,149

A patient’s family members are extensively involved in all health care decisions, including whether to tell the patient about their diagnosis or prognosis. Advanced directives are often foreign concepts for Muslims, as death is seen as God’s will and not their place to interfere with His plan. 144,145,150 Thus, depending on religious convictions, some families may be reluctant to withdraw care or provide extreme measures. In some countries and especially in rural areas, a woman may believe that her family, husband, or physician knows best, so she often lets them make health care management decisions on her behalf. Al-Amoudi emphasizes how Saudi health rules set themselves apart. 149,151 Al-Amoudi further highlights how Saudi and other Arab health decisions are guided by religious and cultural traditions, with Western ideas of health care being framed around Islamic Medicine and consists of three elements: spiritual care, medical care, and cultural care. 152 However, this culture is changing, and families, especially those in urban areas, will seek medical support for mental illness. While more recently some improvements in services and efforts to increase awareness have occurred, most countries still do not allocate enough expenditures and lack the professional human resources to meet the needs of patients with mental health issues. 152 Thus, mental health is an important potential area to target in global engagement activities.

Gender Issues. Arab Muslim women are diverse in their adherence to religious and cultural traditions, with the vast majority adhering based on personal convictions but in some countries based on family pressure and governmental rules. However, many Arab women, especially in major cities in Egypt, Lebanon, and other countries, are more secular in their actions, behaviors, beliefs, and dress. 153 Over the last several years, women’s education has flourished, with women majoring in all fields as well as with women gaining the right to vote and run for office. 157-159 However, further efforts are needed to ensure equal opportunities between men and women. 154-156

Generally, in terms of health, modesty and privacy are valued by Arab women. Some Arab women, like their counterparts in many parts of the world, would prefer same sex care providers if possible, especially in obstetrics and gynecology. Also, they may avoid unnecessary touching of the opposite sex, eg, patting, hugging or handshaking, especially those women who are religiously inclined. 144,145,160 For health care professionals, it is critical to avoid misconceptions and stereotyping of Arab women based on an orientalist view that depicts them as fragile, sexually and socially oppressed, and lacking the ability to represent themselves.

Health and Healing Practices. For many people in the Arab world, health beliefs may come down to: “medicine only goes so far, then comes God,” and when it comes to health and healing, “prevention is the best cure.” 144,145,161-164 Such beliefs are influenced by Islam. 161-163 A holistic approach to health is prevalent where physical, emotional, and spiritual health cannot be separated. Thus, prayers and spiritual leaders play an important role. 161 AlRawi and colleagues proposed a conceptual model which combines traditional Arabic and Islamic Medicine and consists of three elements: spiritual healing, herbal medicine, and dietary practices. 162 Muslim-Arabs believe that their bodies are a trust from God and as such they are accountable for how they look after their health. Therefore, the preservation and maintenance of health (eg, personal hygiene and nutrition) rather than the treatment of disease or restoration of health when it is lost is the goal. 161,163,164 However, in case of illness, in addition to medications and surgery, prayers, visitations, seeking help from God, and rehabilitative psychospiritual healing interventions are pursued. 161 The Qur’an is considered the source of direction for healing, guidance, and mercy in case of physical and psychological infirmities. 162 Another important aspect of health and healing is the belief that God gave the knowledge and wisdom to health care professionals and thus they have the responsibility to
improve health. Thus, the Arab culture based on Islamic teachings is not always fatalistic. There is the belief that God created a cure for every disease. However, other beliefs do exist such as that disease and human suffering are tests or punishments from God, and sickness is a source of purification from sin and an acceptance of fate at the end of life. Depending on their religious inclinations, some patients will not consume medicines that contain alcohol or pork products or any medicine during the fasting hours of Ramadan. Others will resort to reciting the Qur’an, visiting the mosque, and seeking a religious leader to help in their healing.

Over the last century, religious scholars in the Arab world have strived to address ethical issues surrounding many modern medical discoveries such as organ donation and transplantation, artificial support to prolong life, assisted suicide and euthanasia, abortion, assisted reproductive technology, genetic engineering, and cloning. While rulings on these issues may be similar in many countries, it is important to know any specifics that are unique to each country.

Beyond religion, cultural and mystical practices do exist in the Arab world, especially in rural areas. For example, cupping and cautery may still be seen in in Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen, as well as countries in North Africa. Amulets are also used in some countries to prevent “evil eye.” Evil eye is invoked in health and healing especially when a child becomes sick or dies, or a woman is not able to carry a child.

Life expectancy is improving in the Arab world. The disease burden in the region has shifted to more chronic than communicable diseases, similar to that in Western countries. Most of these diseases are caused by diet and lifestyle choices. However, in the poorer areas of the region, infectious diseases remain common.

Western Culture vs Arab Culture. Western culture is considered individualistic, personal goals are emphasized, self-identity is viewed apart from the group, the person is in control of his environment, time dominates interactions, interactions are informal, time is precise, and directness and openness characterize communication. Arab culture, on the other hand, is oriented toward collectivism, where group goals override self, self-identity is part of a group, the environment is controlled by fate, human interaction dominates, time is loose and informal, and a hierarchy of individuals and indirectness in interactions is emphasized. While it is important to keep all these aspects of the Arab culture in mind, it is important to recognize that not all interactions with people in the Arab world will follow such a collectivism orientation. Other aspects of the culture may favor taking time to establish a social relationship before the transaction of a business or health care encounter as compared to the “let’s get down to business” mentality in the West. Also, while science is considered important, religion, traditions, and mysticism still play a role in explaining the physical world.

Patriarchal Attitudes of Health Care Professionals and Educators. Based on the authors’ experience, in the Arab world, the physician usually lies at the top of the professional hierarchy, as is true in many countries. The physician has a monopoly on decision-making in many aspects of health care. In general, the Arab culture is formal and patriarchal, which lends itself to this hierarchy. This hierarchy is also reflected in how professionals at universities and health care facilities act in a formal way in their interactions with other health care professionals and students. Some find it difficult to say, “I do not know,” and do not accept being questioned or challenged by their students and subordinates. While educators and professionals are respectful to visitors from other countries, especially those from Western countries, at times their actions may be influenced by the “inferiority complex” referenced earlier or by what natives term the “Khawaja complex” (discussed later). So, visitors, especially those from Western countries, can help (without disturbing the existing culture) by exhibiting their informal way of interacting with colleagues and students and by showing humility, e.g., stating when they do not know an answer, seeking the opinion of the host professionals, and giving their hosts opportunities to take the lead.

Verbal and Nonverbal Communication. In the Arab culture, body language is a very important aspect of communication. Thus, it is important for guests to be familiar with these unique aspects in order to effectively communicate a message and not insult anyone unintentionally. At the beginning and end of each visit, a handshake with the right hand is usually given while the left hand grasps the other person’s elbow. The handshake usually lasts longer than it does in Western culture but tends to be less firm. When greeting close friends and family members, it is appropriate for a person to welcome them with a hug or two kisses on the cheek. During the greeting, it is usually a sign of respect to place your hand on your heart and give a slight bow. Conservative and veiled women may not choose to shake hands with men and will instead acknowledge them by either bowing their head or placing the right hand on the heart area.

There are also certain ways for a person to position their body to avoid offending people. For example, they should not point the toe or heel or any part of their foot at a person and should not show the soles of their feet or use
their foot to move an object. This is considered rude and disrespectful in the Arab culture as the foot is viewed as the lowest part of one’s body and is forbidden to be seen or exposed. The feet should never be put on a coffee table, footstool, or desk. In addition, it is common courtesy in many countries for guests to remove their shoes before entering private homes. It is also important for a guest to know that when passing or receiving an object or food to do so with their right hand, as the left hand is sometimes viewed as “unclean” in certain parts of the Arab world.

When it comes to verbal communication with Arabs, a guest must keep in mind that they believe that words hold power. Arab people do not enjoy talking in negative ways because of their belief that this is associated with negative results. Arabs love poetry and creative speech. They are also fond of flowery blessings. When discussing the unfortunate events of someone else, they tend to use euphemisms to describe how they are doing. Overall, these are general communication skills that translate from one Arab country to the next. However, as with any culture, guests should follow nonverbal cues from their host and treat each person as an individual.

The Inferiority Complex of the Khawaja/Ajnabi vs Distrust of Westerners. Because of the Western colonization of many Arab countries and the subjugation of natives that occurred over many years, there are still remnants of an inferiority complex among Arabs. This has led some people in the Arab world to emulate the West in many aspects of life and to value Westerners (Khawaja or Ajnabi) and their knowledge over that of natives of their own country and other Arabs. As a result, many Westerners who come to Arab countries to work are provided with incentives and benefits far beyond what is given to other nationalities. For example, North American and Western European citizens are paid much higher than those from countries such as the Philippines and India. However, these incentives have declined in recent years with the drop in oil prices and the focus on training their own citizens.

Conversely, there is some element of mistrust of the West in many countries because of the colonial era, Western military action in the Arab and Muslim worlds, and the support of Israel (especially by the United States). There is also suspicion about the intentions of some Westerners when they engage with the Arab world. Therefore, clear intentions and transparency are recommended to build trust and alleviate any suspicions.

Work Hours and Work Habits. The concept of time is different in most of the Arab world compared to that in Western countries where “time is money.” The concept of time in the Arab world revolves around events and time of the day. While it is important to be on time, visitors should not be offended if their guest is late. A typical work week is five days with Friday and Saturday off in most countries, except Lebanon where Saturdays and Sundays are off. Businesses are usually open from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and reopen from 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. During the month of Ramadan, businesses offer employees more flexible and/or fewer working hours.

In Saudi Arabia, the salary packages, including incentives, for Westerners are usually greater than or equal to those offered in their countries and other Arab countries. This is because there is no personal taxation, making net income much greater, which is one of the major benefits of working in Saudi Arabia. Office hours range from 8 a.m. until noon, then from 4 to 7 p.m. However, hospital staff work schedules similar to those of their Western counterparts. Friday is considered the Muslim day of rest, with work days usually being Sunday through Thursday. However, in Oman weekends are usually on Thursday and Friday.

The UAE also does not tax salaries; however, the cost of living there is increasing. Some companies offer attractive benefits to their employees such as 30 calendar days off per year and free annual flights back to their home country. Salaries in Kuwait are usually similar or higher than salaries in most Western countries, and there is no income tax. Friday is the official day off in Kuwait, with Thursday or Saturday off depending on the business.

Recommendations for Culturally Sensitive Engagement When Hosting

The aforementioned key culturally sensitive issues should be kept in mind when hosting faculty members and students from the Arab world in the United States. Taking cultural and religious preferences, issues of modesty (especially for female students), food restrictions, and other aspects discussed above into considerations prior to the guests’ arrival are key to having a positive experience. Overall, the Arab countries discussed above are well known for their hospitality. Thus, reciprocal hospitality and a friendly attitude from their hosts will go a long way to making Arabic people feel welcome. In general, greetings and goodbyes are lengthy and sincere in the Arab culture. When greeting an Arab, the person who arrives first usually greets the other by saying “peace be upon you” (in Arabic, the phrase is Al-Salamu Alikum). When greeting a man, offer a warm handshake with the right hand only. As shared above, look for a cue from female visitors as to whether to offer a handshake. Engaging in “small talk” before beginning a professional encounter is common among Arabs.
CONCLUSION

The Arab world shares many commonalities, but it is not monolithic. There is diversity among Arab peoples based on their cultural, national, and religious practices. Culturally sensitive engagement of Westerners with Arabs requires individuals and institutions to identify their own preconceptions and misconceptions and try to dispel them prior to engaging visitors or hosts. Understanding and respecting the history, cultural norms, and health and healing practices of a region is essential for positive engagement on a personal and professional level with the people. Identifying the needs of partnering institutions, government agencies, and individuals is key for successful and enriching experiences for both sides. When interacting with patients, the most important ways of building trust and rapport are to recognize the individuality of the patient and explore how his or her culture may impact the interaction. In general, courtesy and personal value are highly respected in the Arab world, so engaging in "small talk" with the patient prior to the initiation of personal or health questions that may be perceived as personally intrusive is recommended. Respect for the patient’s and other individuals’ modesty and privacy is important, as is gender sensitivity. Learning and respecting a patients’ views about sickness, death, and dying also are important, as are becoming familiar with their religious practices, fasting and dietary customs, and views on contemporary medical problems. The Arab world is eager to further develop pharmacy education and practice, and many opportunities exist for rewarding engagements and even partnerships with their counterparts in the West.
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